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Flows involving different types of chain branches have been modelled as functions of the uniaxial
elongation using the recently generated constitutive model and molecular dynamics for linear
viscoelasticity of polymers. Previously control theory was applied to model the relationship
between the relaxation modulus, dynamic and shear viscosity, transient flow effects, power law
and Cox-Merz rule related to the molecular weight distribution (MWD) by melt calibration.
Temperature dependences and dimensions of statistical chain tubes were also modelled. The
present study investigated the elongational viscosity.
We introduced earlier the rheologically effective distribution (RED), which relates very accurately
and linearly to the viscoelastic properties. The newly introduced effective strain hardening
distribution (REDH) is related to long-chain branching. This REDH is converted to real long-chain
branching distribution (LCBD) by melt calibration and a simple relation formula. The presented
procedure is very effective at characterizing long-chain branches, and also provides information on
their structure and distribution. Accurate simulations of the elongational viscosities of low-density
polyethylene, linear low-density polyethylene and polypropylene, and new types of MWDs are
presented. Models are presented for strain hardening that includes the monotonic increase and
overshoot effects. Since the correct behaviour at large Hencky strains is still unclear, these
theoretical models may aid further research and measurements.
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1. Introduction
This paper forms part of a series of papers on the use of control theory to
model the viscoelastic properties of polymers. We first present a formula for
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uniaxial elongational viscosity without strain hardening, which is derived in a
similar way to that used in previous studies, by starting from control theory. The
next step involves including the effective strain-hardening distribution, which in
many cases is related to long-chain branching. Some accurate simulation results
related to elongation or extension are also presented.
It is beyond the scope of this article to provide a complete summary of all
the group studies of elongational viscosity; more information on this is available
in the historical reviews by Petrie1 (for the last 100 years) and Mackley2 (for the
last 40 years). In recent decades measurements have made by Meissner and
Hostettler,3 Laun and Schuch,4 Münstedt5, Münstedt et. al. 6, 7 Sentmanat,8
Hassager et al.9, Aho et al.10 and van Ruymbeke et. al..11
Fewer studies have modelled the elongational viscosity, among them being
Wagner,12, 13 Rolón-Garrido and Wagner, 14 Rolón-Garrido et. al.15 with a
generalization of the theory of Doi and Edwards,16 , 17 Laun18 on memory function,
Rauschenberger and Laun19 on recursive model, McLeish and Larson20 and
Inkson et al.21 on “pom-pom” constitutive equations, Likhtman and Graham22 on
the Roli-poly model, Auhl et. al.23 on the volume of tube and van Ruymbeke et.
al. 24 by Mixing law and tube pressure.
We have previously published separate studies for different types of
viscoelastic flows as relaxation modulus,25 dynamic26 and shear viscosity27 related
to the rheologically effective distribution (RED) and further molecular weight
distribution (MWD). Temperature dependences and dimensions of statistical
chain tubes were also modelled.28 These papers explain more background for the
used control theory, chain dynamics and developments of formulas.
Among other this study explains why dynamic frequency sweep
measurements with oscillation rheometer with presence of possible amount of
LCBs are preferred to carry out at constant strain controlled mode instead of
widely used stress controlled mode.

The short review of the principle
General principle of control theory and models for elementary
viscoelasticity are reviewed shortly. The modern control theory is used in many
modern technologies as digital computers, aircrafts and process industry. As
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control theory itself is mathematically well accepted principle over hundred years,
procedure creates also to the target formulas linear model.
We excite the system with a small stress induced by a small pulsed strain
that is applied at time t0. Pulse response y(t) is obtained from impulse response
h(t) and by sampling the active molecules in distribution w(t) between some time
interval:
d

(1)

This equation is a familiar linear formula used in control theory, which is
known as a novel principle to adjust and rule by one variable or function in a
closed system and now in our case for rheologically effective distribution (RED)
or w(t) related to the MWD. This convolution integral differs from respective
Maxwell type and Mixing laws as the functional Eq. (1) has no relaxation time
procedures or variables at different scales. Thus there are fundamental differences
in relaxation times λ and their discrete spectra are artificial, whereas continuous
distribution RED w(t) is a true function in the form of statistical distribution for
viscoelastic effects and later related to the MWD.
Pulse response

log

log

is a normalized relaxation modulus with

a maximum value of zero on the logarithmic scale at t0. The value for zero
relaxation modulus G0 = G(t0) is obtained by fitting G(t) to experimental
measurements. We then obtain the complete relaxation formula in the case where
a small and constant strain is induced:
,
where impulse response log

log

(2)

log and value for elastic constant

P is obtained by feedback procedure of control theory. Presented Eq. (2) models
accurately relaxation phenomena although viscous component and constant P" is
not yet included as is discussed in more detailed explanation for relaxation
modulus in Part I.25
Originally, we applied formula for modelling viscoelastic flows to get out
computed MWD as we did in Part II.26 The power of control theory is the fact
that it reduces the need for using variables as we did in the Parts I–IV. 25–28
During studies this same power was used to develop at first accurate
viscoelastic fits for different flows and after that were found relations to the other
microstructures as statistical tube dimensions discussed in Part IV. Thus our
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development processes were done on the contrary as by earlier studies.12–24 This
unusual procedure guarantees accurate, simple but consistency model with
physics for these complicated phenomena and flows. In other words we can go by
step by step downwards for more detailed and complicated microstructures and
still keeping the consistency of the model. The strength is the fact that polymer
chain structure complexity is not limitation for good semi-empirical viscosity
models and more challenge is coming from studying chain microstructure.
Already is published over sixty different new equations for different flows
without using artificial relaxation time schema. As principle starts on a clean
table and on new standpoint in rheology, developments cannot be evaluated by
such as Occam's razor principle. Actually only few material dependent constants
are used.
Until very recently was found that rheologically effective distribution
(RED), which relates very accurately and linearly to the viscoelastic properties, is
actually melt chromatogram as in liquid chromatography methods eluent, elution
curve or elugram.

Model Development
Elongational viscosity

without strain hardening effect

We can directly write the formula in the start-up for uniaxial elongational
viscosity

E

using control theory in a similar way to previous work on the

relaxation modulus and the dynamic and shear viscosities. The strain hardening
effects coming from long-chain branches (LCBs) or similar structures are not yet
included in to the elongational viscosity

. As previously for the case in the

start-up of shear viscosity being a function of shear and elongation, we have to
use our new time–rate separability basis (which is new to rheology) when deriving
functions for the parallel-resistor analogy27. Now the elongation is again a
function of one rate variable, , and hence we do not need to start from steadystate elongational viscosity η
strain rate

—which is a function of constant Hencky

and constant tensile stress . Moreover, the steady-state

elongational viscosity or “Trouton viscosity” is difficult to measure.
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We use an alternative strategy to get elongational viscosity by imposing
net tensile stress

E

monitoring as a function of time. At first we model

E

without any strain-hardening effects or influences of LCBs.
Thus, we write a characteristic formula directly for elongational viscosity
E

, where the tilde mark over the “ ” indicates that the strain-hardening effect

is not yet included:
log
where

E

log

log

log

(3)

is the elongational viscosity at characteristic time tc= 1/s similar way as

earlier. We developed the formula similar way starting from control theory as for
characteristic relaxation modulus Gc(t) by Eq. (13),25 characteristic complex
viscosity

by Eq. (7)26 and characteristic shear viscosity

by Eq. (1).27 The

rheologically effective distribution (RED) w(log t) relates not only to orientated
but also stretched chains that lose their entanglements. RED function w(t) can be
regarded as respective chromatogram or elugram distribution with liquid
chromatography of GPC/SEC. This RED, presenting here as an elastic
component, influences the polymer normally after t > 0.001 s during elongation.
Since the possible measurement range starts after t > 0.01 s, we do not need to use
the w''(log t) component of the RED'' distribution including viscoelastic effects,
since it is always at normalized value w'' = 1 in these measurement ranges and
hence can be simplified to P''w''(log t) = P''. In most cases P > 0, but always P'' <
0.
A simple relation can be written for the melt calibration, M(t), as a
function of time, where the value of Mf is M at

1/ :
(4)

This formula can be used to convert MWD w(log M) into RED w(log t) or
w(log t) = w(log M). Melt calibration has close similarities with the widely used
linear broad-standard calibration with SEC, which approach requires a broad
standard of known number-average Mn and weight-average Mw molecular
weights. The use of different Mf and Hf values allows the REDs to be converted
into their respectively MWDs, where Mf sets the absolute molecular weight and
Hf sets the polydispersity value.
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The analytical formula for viscosity ηE t can be written by applying a
procedure similar to that used in our previous studies, but this was not required for
the present study.
Strain hardening with a monotonically increasing effect
Elongational viscosity
originally

H

includes basic strain-hardening component

E

log ) as a function of time t and elongation rate or effective

strain-hardening distribution

H

log , ), where

with monotonically

increasing behaviour, at least in the absence of the overshoot effect, as has been
done in most other simulation models.
Long-chain branches (LCBs) and high-molecular-weight (HMW) end
fractions impact strain-hardening effects on the initial elongation in elongation
experiments. The origin of this additional response is the oriented and taut tied
stretched chains between entanglements that did not have time to disentangle and
relax. The longest chains are the first to exhibit this taut tied characteristic, and
strong strain hardening begins to occur since they have no more free loops
anywhere. Finally the flow becomes non-homogeneous on a micro or even a
semi-micro scale, which accelerates the breakdown of elongation experiments.
Since hardening is related to the length of chains, LCBs and HMW end
fractions, we set the respective hardening and rheologically effective distribution
REDH or

, ) (note that we are using the “H” subscript, even though the

H

origin can also be other than LCBs or HMW end fractions). The strain-hardening
effect is adjusted by the value of PH. Now we can write the complete formula for
as

start-up of elongational viscosity
log

,

log

log ,

log

For developing RED

log ,

H

log

(5)

we use its own REDH according to Eq.

(4) with its own Mf and Hf factors, since this rheological behaviour is totally
different.
From the standpoint of molecular dynamics and the tube model described
previously,28 we obtain that statistical unit segment length Ls increases and
diameter Ds decrease relatively for a unit backbone during elongation. Elasticity
function

′

′

and especially

H

decrease in a similar way in Eq. (5) giving

less strain hardening effect.
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For the used elongation rates, with <1/s, meaningful differences to
values are not observed at the beginning (i.e., t < 0.1 s), but the amount of strain
hardening depends on the used rate described by strain-hardening coefficient χ(t,
). 29, 30 They discuss the molecular structure, referring to long-chain branching.
But no simulation model is presented for absolute measured values of χ(t, ), thus
we have to develop a simple model to perform modelling and obtain simulation
results. The strain-hardening effect, PH( ), is linearly related to strain-hardening
coefficient χ(t, ). Normalized distributions w(log t) and w(t, ) and strain
hardening effects during different strain rates are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Elongational viscosity ηE t with LCBs giving strain hardening, and a schematic model
for converting REDs and REDHs into the respective MWDs. REDHs are scaled with their
effectiveness by PH (ε) values or PH ε wH log t, ε), where ε

εt at different elongation rates

according to Eq. (5) for a monotonic increase and Eq. (6) for the overshoot strain-hardening
effects.

The above-described procedure for simulations is rather insensitive to the
actual form of the used MWD, which make it possible to use MWD data copied
from the literature or to use nominal distributions. The results are much more
sensitive to the actual form of the LCBD and

Strain-hardening component

H

, ).

, ) with the overshoot property

The elongational viscosity at large strains has been studied less, as has
strain-hardening viscosity. Rasmussen et al.31 measured the viscosity at large
Hencky strains of up to 6–7 for low-density polyethylene (LDPE) as shown in
Fig. 3 and linear low-density polyethylene (LLDPE). They observed that LLDPE
behaves as shown in Fig. 4 and according to Eq. (5), whereas LDPE exhibits a
viscosity overshoot effect that appears as a bump. We thus rewrite Eq. (5) for the
overshoot-type strain hardening as follows:
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log

log

log

log

log ,

(6)

log ,

The form of the left side of strain-hardening distribution

is

similar to that at the beginning of strain hardening from Eq. (5) or (6). However,
the final form of the subsequent strain hardening remains unclear.
Burghelea et al.32 very recently argued that the overshoot phenomena are
not real rheological features but rather merely represent artefacts resulting from
the strong geometric non-uniformity of the sample at high Hencky strains. If it
does exist, strain hardening could be described as a mixture of Eqs. (5) and (6),
but we are unable to derive these combined formulas since there are insufficient
data available at high Hencky strains. Fortunately this has little effect on the
obtained left side of strain-hardening distribution REDH or the right side of
LCBD.

Effective strain-hardening distribution REDH from elongational
viscosity measurements
We extract strain-hardening distribution REDH from Eq. (5) using a
procedure similar to that described for the relaxation modulus25 or shear
viscosity26. We obtain
differences to

H

log , ) by deriving as follows from the measured

to accurately obtain the shape of the REDH curve:

log ,

log

log

(7)

Eq. (6) or a mixture of Eqs. (5) and (6) can be solved in a similar way to
obtain REDH, but this was not done in this study.

Long-chain branching distribution
Strain-hardening distribution REDH is converted to direct relation of longchain branching distribution (LCBD) by melt calibration with a simple relation
formula. Real distributions for LCBDs have very rarely presented with MWD in
literature.
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A nuclear magnetic resonance method (NMR) is used to detect LCB, but
is known that NMR can be used to detect side chain branches with up to 8 carbon
atoms only.33 Many alternative ways have been developed to obtain a single
numerical value34,

35, 36, 37, 38, 39

including by utilizing the Zimm–Stockmayer

equation.40 Several rheological methods are suitable for identifying LCB,41, 42, 43,
44, 45, 46

such as van Gurp–Palmen47,

48

and Cole–Cole49 plots, flow activation

energy,50 thermorheology,51 the dynamic modulus,41 and relaxation times, but all
suffer from the problem of not being able to convert the obtained results into
absolute numerical values.
Applying a stochastic approach to topological LCBD models has yielded
the multidimensional distributed molecular properties (e.g., joint MW–LCB
distribution) with the number of long chain branches. 52, 53, 54
We employ a different procedure using a more realistic one-dimensional
LCBD with the total number of inner backbones. In Fig. 2a on the left is shown
used terminology55 for the primary chain as backbone, directly linked chains are
free arms and next connected chains are inner backbone segments. Of course this
LCBD in Fig 2b can be fractionalized later on to bivariate MW–LCB distribution
if needed.54 Main distribution wMAIN(M) can be detected rheologically26 or by
GPC/SEC, which is used mainly for this study and known also insensitive to
detect LCBs.

For showing final results we use sum of RED or MWD

distributions to get normalized sum value one as follows: ∫wMAIN+∫wLCB = 1.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of detecting LCBD wLCB(M).
a. Molecule chain has backbone, free arms and inner backbone segments.
b. From GPC/SEC or by using narrow dynamic viscoelastic data range to get normalized MWD
or wMAIN(M). From strain-hardening distribution

log ,

and own Mf and Hf values for melt

calibration we get absolute LCBD or wLCB(M) distribution.

LCB distribution as a function of M or

log ,

, where

1/s used in this study, is gained by the right selection for Eq. (4) by their own
values Mf and Hf for melt calibration similar way as are done with calibration
curve and GPC/SEC procedures.

As constants P and PH set effects for
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viscoelastic properties and they are inside log function, we get simple formula for
strain-hardening coefficient χ( ) = log (PH( /P) as both constants in Eq. (5) are
inside logarithm. The influence of right size for final LCB distribution wLCB(M)
by using relation 1/χ of normalized MWD and LCBD as follows
log

,

(8)

where Mb is molar mass m of a backbone element, for PE Mb = 14mol/g.
In principle LCBD can be outside of MWD even though measured by GPC/SEC,
as these methods do not detect LCBs. Thus we get absolute LCBD or wLCB(M) by
using different structural value Mf and conversion factor Hf for conversion from
REDH.
We can renew the formula for the LCB frequency—expressed as the
number of long chain branches per 1,000 carbon atoms as presented in previous
studies39, 45—using the above results for LCBD as follows:
LCB

1000 C

1000

∑

LCB

(9)

where wLCB is the weight fraction of LCBD, Mi is the MW of each
fraction, and Mb is the molar mass of a backbone element [Mb = 14 for
polyethylene (PE)]. Complete weight fraction wi of the MWD and the average
number of branches per molecule were originally used in the formula.39 However,
now this value consists not only of branches on the backbone but also of inner
backbones, as shown in Fig 2a. A major disadvantage of these types of formulas is
that the average MW of backbones (and now branches) strongly influence the
obtained values.

Experimental Section
Test polymers and constants
Strain hardening that occurs during elongation of a branched structure was
modelled. The measured elongational viscosity was simulated as a function of
different elongation rates using control theory, including for higher Hencky
strains that have not yet been measured. The results are compared here with those
that have been observed, and we also discuss more generally used principles,
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hypotheses, and structures of models and formulas. The measurements made by
Stadler et al. 30 and Münstedt et al.56 were simulated.
The MWD was measured carried by a high-temperature GPC coupled with
a multiangle light-scattering apparatus (MALLS). MWD for LDPE come from
RheoPower Database. As we know, GPC is not sensitive to detect LCBs.
Elongational viscosity simulations were performed by executing a
characteristic model of control theory on a standard PC with the commercial
RheoPower software package using the RheoDeveloper program with
experimental elongation moduli. We did not need to use the more sensitive
RheoAnalyzer program for MWDs, since their effects on the rheological
properties are less than those of LCBDs in this application. Our description of
results starts by using functional formulas of Eq. (3) giving accurate real fits with
measurements by adjusting REDH, then is shown and discussed different
strategies for modelling elongational viscosity at high Hencky strains. Along
calculation is some words of LCB average chain length and distribution and
branching intensity. One bivariate RED- REDH distribution chart as a function of
time and rate is shown and finally MW-LCB distribution results converted to two
apparent MWD charts.
Procedure
The elongational viscosity was modelled first without and then with strain
hardening. Since the presented formulas are new, and hence the values of
constants are unknown, we explain the step-by-step best-fit routine and by Fig. 3
based on the measurements and our model starting from control theory. We did
not use Eq. (7) to detect

H

log , ) in this study, since we fitted our curves with

previously published measured data. We obtained that manually copied data to
derive by Eq. (7) was sensitive to errors. The elongational viscosity is first
developed without the strain-hardening effect, which involves the following steps:
1. Draw a known MWD in the RheoDeveloper program and save it in
a database. Set Mf and Hf constants as a-priori information using
values found previously for the complex viscosity.
2. Set first test P', P'' and zero

values for the polymer sample, and

compute and compare them with measured elongation values.
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Adjust the values so that the simulation result on the output chart is
as close as possible to images imported from measured data.
3. Alter the Mf and Hf values and repeat step 2.
4. Modify and alter a little-known MWD to see if errors between the
modeled and measured results increase so as to check if the used
MWD is acceptable.
5. Test different types of polymer samples in order to ascertain the
correct values for constants. Repeat the above steps as many times
as necessary to obtain satisfactory results, at which point you can
proceed to the next level.
The following LCBD iteration routine involves the strain-hardening
function and distribution:
1. Set separate Mf and MwR values for hardening distribution REDH
H

log , ) with strain-hardening constant PH > 0.

2. Obtain some elongation rates and compare them with
measurements. If necessary, select new Mf and Hf constants for
H

log , ).

3. Check the values with different polymers and attempt the obtain the
best fit by using different Mf, Hf,

E

, PH( ) and values.

4. You can try to get better fit by drawing manually hardening
distribution RED

H

log , ).

5. Save the final results in ASCII format in log-0.2 steps on a wide
timescale and on the strain rate matrix.

Figure 3. Flowchart of the simulation procedure.
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The data can be processed further on a spreadsheet such as Excel® so as to
combine MWD and LCBD. Measured data can be joined in CAD such as using
the CorelDraw® program with the modelled and simulated results.

Results and Discussion
Used main characteristics
A polymer structure is modelled by the values P', P'' and zero viscosity

,

polymer structural value Mf and conversion factor Hf between scales. The values
of P' and P'' obtained from the viscosity fitting procedure are listed in Table 1, and
no ad hoc constants or values were used. A constant temperature of T = 150°C
was used for LDPE and LLDPE, while T = 180°C was used for polypropylene
(PP).
For the effective strain-hardening distribution LCBD we used constant
value Hf = 0.6 to allow comparisons between different samples. The used Mf
values might not be accurate, but it is within the correct range and of course its
value differs at least for PP.
The main characteristics of the samples are listed in Table 1.
LDPE
Mwa
MwRa
Mfb
Hfb
c

P'd
P''d
PH e
Mw LCBDf
MwR LCBDf
Mfg
Χ
LCB/1000 Ch

LLDPE

213,000
102,000
12.9
3.2
70,000
30,000
2.05
2.05
4.6
4.68
0.42
0.65
–0.7
–0.7
2.6
2
10,640,000 9,670,000
5.3
2.7
4,000,000 4,000,000
1.8
1.1
0.022
0.012

PP 2
574,000
9.3
200,000
4
4.1
0.56
–0.8
2.6
7,150,000
1.4
4,000,000
1.5
0.034

CSTR-LDPE
1
4,167,000
21.4
70,000
2.05
4.87
0.22
–0.68
4
17,030,000
6.5
40,000,000
2.9
0.001

CSTR-LDPE 2
2,271,000
14.3
70,000
2.05
4.18
0.51
–0.68
3.4
9,670,000
2.7
40,000,000
1.9
0.002

Table 1. Main characteristics of all investigated samples and computations.
a

The used Mw (g/mol) and MwR values may differ slightly from those measured using GPC/SEC.

b

Polymer structural value Mf (g/mol) and conversion factor between scale Hf.

c

Elongational viscosity (Pas) at t = 1/s.

d

Obtained elasticity P' and P'' viscosity values.
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e

Strain-hardening constant PH at rate =1/s.

f

Mw (g/mol) and MwR values obtained for the effective strain-hardening distribution.

g

Polymer structural value Mf (g/mol) for strain-hardening distribution, Hf = 0.6.

h

Strain-hardening coefficient χ( ) at rate =1/s.

i

Long chain branching frequency per 1000 C carbon atoms.

Uniaxial elongational viscosity as a function PH( )
We model uniaxial elongational viscosity according to measurements, but
at a much higher Hencky strain (ε) compared to that obtained in practical
measurements (this topic is discussed in Section 4). We first simulate a modern
LDPE (Lupolen 1840 H) for well known and classical IUPAC A, as done
previously our studies. The elongation viscosity results are shown in Fig. 4 and
used REDH functionals with PH( ) in Fig. 5 according to Eq. (5).
We observe that simulation results accurately fit the measurements made
by Münstedt et al..56 Since the elongation software moduli of the RheoDeveloper
program was still an experimental version, the output of the elongation viscosity
was still in log-0.2 steps, which corresponds to the following elongation rates:
0.01/s, 0.016/s, 0.025/s, 0.04/s, 0.06/s, 0.1/s, 0.16/s, 0.25/s, 0.40/s, 0.6/s and 1/s.
On the other hand, elongation rates of 0.01/s, 0.1/s and 1/s were used during
measurements, whereas the data were for 0.002/s, 0.003/s, 0.03/s, 0.05/s and 0.5/s,
which fall between the modelled elongation rates.
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Figure 4. Modelled steady elongational viscosity

flow curves as functions of time for

different elongation rates ( ) from 0.001 to 100 s (lines), and data measured by Münstedt et al. for
LDPE (symbols).56 Modelled rates on decades (e.g., 10/s, 1/s and 0.1/s) are indicated by thicker
lines.

As steady-state elongation viscosity is sometimes thought to run through a
maximum as a function of elongation rate, we can simulate this by using smaller
strain-hardening constants PH at higher elongation rates. Used products for Fig. 4
this time variable PH( ) as a function of rate and effective strain-hardening
distribution REDH or PH( ) REDH can be seen on Fig. 5. We have three important
structures: the average LCB chain length and its distribution. Thirdly, the amount
of LCB branches has no doubt a lot of effect.
We can obtain that REDHs related to branches has much shorter and
sharper effect on the elongation viscosity than RED related to the backbones of
chains. The phenomenon indicates that longer chain lengths of LCBD have more
influence as shorter ones behaving similar way as in melt calibration principle.
It is clear that the modelled curves accurately fit the measurements, with
some differences being due to the use of different elongation rates during
measurements and simulations, and at low rates ( < 0.01/s) due to relaxation of
taut tied chains.

Figure 5. Used PH( )

,

products for generating Fig. 4 by product of PH( ) and effective

strain-hardening distribution REDH or

,

shown only on decade steps of for clarify. On

the back is shown segment of used RED on time scale related to MWD.
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Modelled elongational viscosity at high Hencky strains
We now try to understand the mechanism underlying the observed and
measured strain-hardening effects and the accuracy of the extrapolations for high
Hencky strains. Strain hardening, which occurs during film blowing or sheet
foaming, is a useful and wanted feature in many practical plastic manufacturing
processes. This property influences film casting and coating processes and it also
gives the final end product a kind of self-healing mechanism. On the other hand it
has drawbacks with LCBs in that it represents a source of strong and longduration shrinkage that can cause the end products to warp. Strain hardening has
also been exploited as a useful feature for heat-shrinkable sleeves, as described in
the US patent by Borg.57
As discussed above, strain hardening is sensitive to LCBs and HMW end
fractions, which we attribute to long taut tied stretched chains between
entanglements not having sufficient time to disentangle and relax, causing
inhomogeneity on a micro or even a semi-micro scale due to smaller chain
bundles combining. Burghelea et al.32 measured a significant difference between
the normally used integral form for viscosity and the locally measured
elongational viscosity. They discussed geometric non-uniformity and its relation
to the stress maximum. Although we are studying macromolecules here, the
longest LCB can still have an oriented length of many microns, which can induce
local inhomogeneity in smaller bundles of molecules that causes breakdown
during elongation measurements. Fibrilar structure and morphology development
of blends during and after elongational deformation were observed by Starý et
al.58
The elongation experiment with the Hencky strain variable with a strongly
diminishing cross-section differs from many other procedures, and the local
inhomogeneity in macromolecular chains can rapid break down the elongation.
On the other hand, large cross-sections produce inaccurate measurements.
Elongation experiments are difficult to carry out at the laboratory scale, but they
are very important for understanding the behaviour and structure of polymers.
Steady macro-scale plastic manufacturing processes may achieve much higher
Hencky strains, and thus it might be necessary to model the complete rate range
and even strains outside achievable measurement ranges.
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Measured and modelled elongational viscosities for LLDPE are shown in
Fig. 6. The stresses are orders of magnitude less than for LDPE in Fig.4. This
time we have used constant value for strain-hardening value PH as the data of
measurements at higher rates.

Figure 6. Measured and modelled elongational viscosities for LLDPE. The stresses are orders of
magnitude less than for LDPE in Fig. 4.

Comparison of Figs. 4 and 6 reveals that strain hardening has a greater
effect at higher elongation rates for LDPE and at lower elongation rates for
LLDPE. Several possible mechanisms could underlie the strain hardening of
LLDPE, including the presence of a few LCBs or components with high molar
masses, which are not detectable by classical analytical methods, and phase
separation in the molten state.59 Strain hardening may peak at various times of
elongation measurements, which has been studied recently by Stadler et al..30
Since the underlying mechanism remains somewhat obscure, we did not try to
model this feature but instead used the best fit with maximal strain hardening and
the same level for all elongation rates.
The next puzzle is the possibility of overshoot during elongation.
Rasmussen et al.31 obtained an overshoot for LDPE Lupolen 1840 D, whereas
Burghelea et al.32 argued that this phenomenon does not exist. This discrepancy is
why we present all of our simulation results as monotonically increasing without
an overshoot effect in charts for visual clarity; moreover, although the amount of
overshoot is not known, we still believe that some overshoot is present (as
discussed above).
In summary, the present measurements accurately provided the left side of
the effective hardening distribution REDH or LCBD, where this procedure is
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sensitive to the results. The level of strain hardening was obtained by fitting
procedure.
Simulations of polymers with a high level of hardening
Polymers with a high level of hardening and LCB were simulated. For
comparison we show a different chemical type of polymer in Fig. 7. The
simulated data were the measurements of the highly branched PP made by
Münstedt et al.56 and used for all results for demonstration purposes constant
strain-hardening PH value, but uncertain results at higher elongations are dashed in
the figure.

Figure 7. Simulated results using Eq. (5) for highly branched PP according to measurements by
Münstedt et al.56 (sample designated as PP 2 in that report). Strain hardening occurs over a wide
range of elongation rates. Since the measurements do not show any overshoot, a large-strain
approximation is used according to Eq. (5). We used constant strain-hardening PH to simulate
approximations in this case.

The last two presented simulations are of high-molecular-weight LDPEs
known to have a very high LCB content: (1) including many LCBs polymerized at
the laboratory scale in a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) and (2) the
polymer designated as CSTR-LDPE 1. The results are shown in Fig. 8. We did
not know whether or not overshoot was present or the form of LCB distribution,
which is why we used Eq. (5) without the overshoot effect in the monotonically
increasing form for visual clarity (as discussed above). One novel interesting
feature of this simulation was that its results were consistent with the measured
strain-hardening spectrum for rates (i.e., values) of 0.1/s and 0.01/s, but not for
rates of =10/s and 0.001/s.
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Figure 8. Simulated and measured spectra for CSTR-LDPE 1, with a high content of LCBs.

The results for another polymer, designated CSTR-LDPE 2 and which has
fewer LCBs, are shown in Fig. 9. The simulation results for this polymer were
consistent with the measured strain-hardening spectrum for all rates. Moreover,
the hardening effect was not as strong as in Fig. 8.

Figure 9. Simulated and measured spectra for CSTR-LDPE 2, with a lower content of LCBs.

Simulated MW-LCB distributions.
We generate long-chain branching distribution (LCBD) with MWD by
melt calibration Eq. (4) and by relation formula Eq. (8). REDHs were obtained by
a best-fit routine on a step-by-step basis based on the measurements and presented
formulas. During the procedure it was found that the results were very sensitive
even to the local forms of REDHs, which meant that we had to draw the final form
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of the distribution curve manually in many cases. Since the shape of the LCB
distribution is the same on a logarithmic scale as the original REDHs, the results
provide valuable information on polymer structure and the constituent LCBDs.
We selected for conversions by melt calibration for

H

log ,

, where

=1/s. We depicted in Fig. 5 accurate RED- REDHs chart, now we present strainhardening distributions converted by melt calibration Eq. (4) to LCBD
) on M scale.

H

The

H

log , ) strain-hardening distributions are scaled by their strain-

hardening constant PH and respective main normalized MWDs in order to help
readers to evaluate the final bimodal MWD distributions in Figs. 10 and 11. Fig.
10 presents the MWDs and LCBDs used for commercial LDPE, LLDPE and PP.

Figure 10. The used MWDs and LCBDs, obtained from effective strain-hardening distribution
REDH or

H

log , ) by Eq. (8) for LDPE, LLDPE and PP simulations. Normalized MWD for

LLDPE and PP were extracted from GPC/SEC measurements and LDPE from RheoPower
database.

Fig. 11 depicts MWDs and LCBDs for LDPE formed at the laboratory
scale and containing a large amount of LCBs. The figure shows similarities with
data obtained by GPC/MALLS and the LCBs detected using our new method.
One interesting finding is that the PE polymer polydispersity of LCBDs
follows the polydispersity of the main MWDs, and also the PP spectrum appears
sharp.
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Figure 11. The used MWDs and LCBDs, obtained from effective strain-hardening distribution
REDH or

H

log , ) by Eq. (8) for LDPE simulations. MWDs are from GPC/MALLS

measurements. Best-fit procedures revealed similarities between LCBDs as observed previously.

Conclusions
We have presented models and simulations of the elongational viscosity.
The obtained results indicate that the presented method is much more accurate at
detecting LCBs and even LCBDs than any other known method. However,
deeper studies involving more data must be performed in order to obtain the
correct Mf, Hf and PH values or even complete PH( ) function for the strainhardening distribution, which gives surely information of the inner backbone
segments. More research is also needed into the possibility of an overshoot effect
and its underlying mechanism, but this is not essential for detecting LCBs because
the present method is already able to detect about half of the complete LCBD.
We notice that single value for long chain branching frequency per 1000 C carbon
atoms (LCB/1000 C) is rather poor to describe branching although we had
opportunity to use LCBD as source data for computations.
The demonstrated properties represent only a small proportion of the
additional different applications for viscoelasticity and material analyses
obtainable from control theory. In practical manufacturing applications, this
elongation-based and (with LCBs) self-healing property is familiar, and it is
expected that future developments in measuring instruments will allow this
phenomenon to be fully described and analyzed.
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The presented principles and multipurpose RheoPower software can be
used to simulate viscoelastic properties and material structures by generating
accurate linear relationships between them. Control theory avoids the need to
obtain the true absolute values, although the differences between the obtained
relative values must be accurate. This means that we can use not only shear or
dynamic viscosities or respectively the moduli or the elongational viscosity,
relaxation modulus or temperature, but also any (force-dependent) unit to obtain a
linear relation. Thus, the property variable can be the shear rate, frequency,
elongation rate, time, temperature or even, in principle, turns, rotations or
revolutions per second.
Moreover, macromolecules typically exhibit some distribution-dependent
behaviours, and thus the method is applicable to any material that is consistent
with the property of polydispersity, such as a collection of particles of any size,
objects or polymers that possess kinetic energy. Our novel melt calibration
principle makes it possible to find the real weight or size relating to the
viscoelasticity. The principle and software were originally developed for polymer
simulations, but the presented curves indicate that the technique can also be
flexibly applied in other rheological applications.
Used nomenclature:
P
H

PH( )
tc
,
E
E

LCBD, wLCB(M)
MWD, wMAIN(M)
RED, w(log )
H log )

Elastic constant
Viscous constant
Maximal strain-hardening constant
Strain-hardening variable
Characteristic time
Hencky strain
Elongation rate
Elongational viscosity at characteristic time tc
= 1/s.
Elongational viscosity without strain
hardening effect
Elongational viscosity including strain
hardening effect
Net tensile stress monitoring as a function of
time
Long-chain branching distribution
Molecular weight distribution obtained by
GPC/SEC
Rheologically effective distribution (elastic)
Original strain-hardening component
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REDH,

H

log , )

χ(t, )

Effective strain-hardening distribution as a
function of time and rate
Strain-hardening coefficient
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